
 

 

 

RIJEKA 2020, EUROPEAN CITY OF CULTURE 

AN EXCEPTIONAL CITY EMBRACED BY THE KVARNER AND GORSKI KOTAR REGIONS  

CROATIAN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE STUDY COURSE FROM 20th TO 27th JUNE 2020 

Since our programme of annual Language and Culture Courses started back in 2013, each 
year, we take you to another historically and culturally interesting region of Croatia. After 
this year’s exciting trip to Slavonia and Baranja, in 2020 we will return to the Adriatic coast, 
this time to visit: 

- Rijeka, European City of Culture for 2020 

- Kvarner Region - the most sought after northern Adriatic Riviera 

- Gorski Kotar Region - the Green Heart of Croatia 

Last September, while preparing the 2020 Language and Culture project, our CLS team 
visited the region and decided to base our School for the week in the town of Lovran, 
situated on the seaside and only 30 minutes away from Rijeka. 

Please read more about our fact-finding trip to Rijeka and the Kvarner region at: 

https://www.easycroatian.com/rijeka-2020-european-city-of-culture-fact-finding-trip/ 

The CLS home for the week will be the beautifully located Villa Peppina in the heart of 
Lovran:  

https://www.booking.com/hotel/hr/villa-peppina-apartment.en-gb.html 

There have been over 40 European Capitals of Culture so far. Rijeka is the first city 
in Croatia to take the mantle. With its sizeable former industrial areas and one of the richest 
musical heritages within Croatia, Rijeka will benefit hugely from urban renewal and the city 
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has the imagination and cultural worth to attract international attention during its Rijeka 
2020 European Capital of Culture year.  

Thus, we all certainly want to be there and experience the change. 

https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2017/aug/29/rijeka-croatia-european-capital-culture-2020-
food-music 

During the week, we will study the language and explore the culture and history of this 
fascinating Croatian region. 

With us will be three excellent professional guides: Theodor de Canziani, Goran Moravček 
and Elvis Kuharić who will introduce us to Rijeka and the Kvarner, Ćićaria on Učka and Gorski 
Kotar regions.  

In order to introduce you to our guides for the week, we have already started our interviews 
with them and here is the first one with Goran Moravček, historian and our guide for 
Lovran, Opatija, Mošćenica, Brseč and the Gorski Kotar region: 

https://www.easycroatian.com/rijeka-2020-and-much-more/ 

In June, we will have the opportunity to meet two great local artists: painter Mauro 
Stipanov and sculptor Ljubo de Karina and we will gather with them in their ateliers.  

We also aim to visit some Rijeka 2020 cultural events listed in their official programme as 
well as to enjoy the best local food and taste some top quality regional wines. 

Over the course of the week, there will be language lessons, organised in three-hourly 
sessions on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. These will be conducted at two 
different levels, beginners/improvers and intermediate with a total of twelve hours of 
language tuition for every student. Your teachers for the week will be Zoran Bundyk and 
Linda Rabuzin. There will be four groups with a maximum of five students in each group.  
The cost of the language tuition for the week will be £270. 
 
A programme of excursions will be on offer and during those times, students will be 
encouraged to practise their Croatian amongst themselves and with any native speakers on 
the trips and any communication from the organisers of the trips will be in Croatian. Details 
of the price of excursions will be available once these have been thoroughly costed and will 
be dependent upon the number of participants.  We will send you a detailed list of 
excursions with prices and will need to know from you by 20th April those excursions in 
which you would like to participate. Students are welcome to bring a partner or friend with 

https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2017/aug/29/rijeka-croatia-european-capital-culture-2020-food-music
https://www.theguardian.com/travel/2017/aug/29/rijeka-croatia-european-capital-culture-2020-food-music
https://www.easycroatian.com/rijeka-2020-and-much-more/
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them for the week but they should be aware that for the larger part excursions will be 
conducted in Croatian. 
Our YOGA practice is always a great success and, for all of you who in your everyday life 
normally practise yoga, you will again have the opportunity, before your language classes, to 
join Donna, Julia, Nick, Tony, John and others during their 45 minutes morning yoga sessions 
by the sea. Of course, this will be optional but all are welcome if you feel like giving it a try. 
 
THE LANGUAGE STUDY TIMETABLE AND PROPOSED CULTURAL PROGRAMME  
20th-27th June 2019  The timetable for the week is as follows: 

Saturday 20th  

18.00 Evening welcome drink at the CLS base at Villa Peppina 
followed by a reception by the sea in the nearby restaurant 
Najade. 
 
All participants will gather at Villa Peppina for a one hour 
welcome drink and by 19.30 we will all go to the restaurant 
Najade, only 3 minutes’ walk from the Villa where refreshing food 
and drink will be served.  

Sunday 21st 

At 9am - Full day trip  
Cultural and Historical walk in Rijeka   

To meet with living history, Theodor de Canziani, our 
guide, will take us around the city.  We will visit Korzo and its 
surroundings which conceal numerous cultural and historical 
sights: museums, galleries and theatres. After a short lunch break, 
we will go to the library and collection Mažuranić-Brlić-Ružić, 
which is located in a beautiful villa right by the sea at Pećine. 
Later in the afternoon, we will continue our tour to Trsat, a must-
see historical place situated on a hill above Rijeka that offers a 
spectacular view of the entire Kvarner area. We will conclude our 
day trip by enjoying some delicious food in the restaurant 
Trsatina, by the Trsat castle. 

 
 

Monday 22nd  

Optional – Yoga exercises from 08.15 to 09.00 
Language classes from 09.30 to 12.30 and 12.45 to 15.45 

16.00 - Visit to Lovran, Opatija, Mošćenica, Brseč 

We will visit Lovran, our host town with its Guca museum virtual 

http://www.visitrijeka.eu/Home.aspx?PageID=29
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walking tour to learn about the rich maritime heritage that is an 
important part of the local identity; afterwards, we are going to 
Opatija, the most chic seaside resort for the elite during the days 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire – as evidenced by the many 
handsome belle époque villas; visit to Brseč, a village located on 
the steep, eastern shore of the peninsula, on cliffs high above the 
Kvarner Gulf and a visit to the sculptor Ljubo de Karina who lives 
and works in Brseč.  Dinner in Mošćenička Draga at konoba 
Zijavica. 

 
Tuesday 23rd  

Optional – Yoga exercises from 08.15 to 09.00 
Language classes from 09.30 to 12.30 and 12.45 to 15.45 

16.00 – Rijeka 2nd part :  

Today we will visit the artist Mauro Stipanov, one of the city's 
best-known contemporary painters. We will see some of his 
beautiful riverside scenes of Rijeka.  Some of his works feature in 
the City Museum's permanent collection. Also we will pay a visit 
to the Benčić Complex, a museum of modern and contemporary 
art taking in a possible cultural event in agreement with Rijeka 
2020 cultural programme.  Then on to the Kozala Graveyard, the 
oldest cemetery in Rijeka, with its tombs and monuments that 
reflect the rich cultural heritage of the city. Dinner at the 
restaurant Anić 

Wednesday 24th   

Optional – Yoga exercises from 08.15 to 09.00 
9.30 am Full day trip to  

Gorski Kotar Region - the Eyes of Vinodol – Wine tasting at 
Konoba Pavlomir 

Our whole day trip will take us first to Mrkopalj, a mountain 
village in Gorski Kotar and the birthplace of Croatian skiing. 
Nearby there are the natural phenomena of Bijela mountain and 
Samarska cliffs nature reserves and an ancient yew tree that is 
over two thousand years old. We will have a presentation of work 
by the Association Vunarice Gorskog kotara (wool related 
products).  Our trip will continue to Fužine, where we will visit the 
old town, have a boat ride on lake Bajer and a walk along the 
lake.  Our lunch break will be at the Vagabund konoba.  We will 
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see the Sky labyrinths and glass chapel in Krmpote, Ledenice Old 
Town (The Eyes of Vinodol) and the Round Cemetery and enjoy 
the panoramic view from Gradina of the Northern Adriatic 
islands: Krk, Rab, Cres, Lošinj and many more.  We will visit Novi 
Vinodolski taking a short coffee break in town. Afterwards, we 
will go to Konoba Pavlomir, enjoy a wine tasting and have dinner 
there.  

Thursday 25th  

Optional – Yoga exercises from 08.15 to 09.00 
Language classes from 09.30 to 12.30 and 12.45 to 15.45 

16.00 Half day trip to the village Žejane in Ćićaria, on the Učka 
mountain 

The village is situated in a karst valley between two 
mountain ridges and is specific to its inhabitants, Ćići, so-
called Istro-Romanians, who settled here in the late 15th or early 
16th century. Ćićaria has its own language and cultural tradition. 
We will gather with the villagers, hear about their very interesting 
history and language, taste their local food and enjoy a 
performance of their music, dance and carnival traditions. 

Friday 26st  

Optional – Yoga exercises from 08.15 to 09.00 
Language classes from 9.30 to 12.30 & 12.45 to 15.45 

Farewell dinner at 19.00 at the Ganeum restaurant in Lovran  
 

Saturday 27nd  Departure 
  
  
 

About Optional Yoga exercises: 

‘After the short morning sessions of yoga on Šipan, some of you showed an interest to have 
them during our Language and Culture week in Croatia.  If you would like to join in, you will 
be most welcome.  

I know some of you already practise yoga but it does not matter if you have never done it, 
as we will only be doing gentle stretches, twists and balances which would benefit everyone 
in energising the body & mind in preparation for the interesting days to be enjoyed during 
the week. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%86i%C4%87i
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istro-Romanians
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If you are interested in joining us for these sessions, comfortable clothing, a yoga or beach 
mat & a towel would be all you will need. If any of the yoga practitioners own a yoga strap 
or belt, this would also be useful to enhance some of the stretches.  
 
The setting for our 2020 Croatian Language Course Week in Lovran near the sea is truly 
stunning and I am sure we will be able to find some outside space to do our practice, in 
beautiful natural surroundings by the sea.’ Donna 
 

About your accommodation in Lovran : 

The CLS home of the week will be located in Villa Peppina in the heart of Lovran:  

https://www.booking.com/hotel/hr/villa-peppina-apartment.en-gb.html 

Lovran is a particularly beautiful place by the sea and offers a whole range of 
accommodation possibilities from private rentals to hotels.  We advise that firstly you take a 
look to see where our school is located and then select the accommodation that appeals to 
you most. 

We recommend that you use the www.booking.com and www.airbnb.com platforms or 
simply check the site ‘accommodation in Lovran, Croatia’ which will open up many options 
for you. 

About your travel: The nearest airports to Lovran are Rijeka and Pula. For students 
travelling from the UK, there are direct flights from London. If Pula and Rijeka are not the 
best options for you, then we would suggest Zagreb, Ljubljana and Trieste.  Rijeka is well 
connected with those cities. Once you are in Rijeka, there are regular local buses between 
Rijeka and Lovran. 

About your enrolment for the language course: In order to get an idea of numbers of 
students, we should be very grateful for an early indication of your interest in the project 
and to confirm your place, we would need you to enrol for the week, with a deposit 
towards the language course of £70 being payable by 15th January 2020.  The remaining 
payment of £200 for the language course will be due by 20th April 2020. The enrolment 
form with terms & conditions is attached. 

Numbers are limited so please book early to avoid disappointment.   If you have any 
questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact us at info@easycroatian.com .  

https://www.booking.com/hotel/hr/villa-peppina-apartment.en-gb.html
http://www.booking.com/
http://www.airbnb.com/
mailto:info@easycroatian.com
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We look forward to welcoming you to our latest exciting venture. 


